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Abstract – This paper mainly deals with the functionality 

prospective of implementing machine learning to water 

distribution in an urban or rural locality. To this date all the work 

has been done through human labors. This process although 

seems to be full proof but has quite a number of loopholes. Firstly, 

the above process is time consuming as humans can work only at 

a certain rate. Secondly, human error cannot be left out of the 

equation as well. When taken into considerations, all these 

problems cater largely to inadequate water distributions and loss 

of water in huge quantities. All these problem scenarios can be 

checked with the implementation of a simple Machine Learning 

algorithm into the system. Although much of the work still has to 

be taken care by human methods itself. This also renounces the 

possibility of job opportunities becoming less due to automation 

in the system.  

Index Terms – Machine Learning, water distribution, LSTM, 

doppler sensors, time stamp prediction, neural network 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The above mentioned method uses an LSTM network. This 

network has the ability to store data of a previous time stamp 

for a longer period of time.  This quality of the ANN(Artificial 

Neural Network) will help us to analyse past data and compare 

it with a data set of present time stamp. The LSTM neural net 

incorporates various activation functions that controls the flow 

of data within the network. These activation functions decide 

which data is to be given as output for further evaluation and 

analysis. Mainly, the LSTM network is divided into three 

sectors as per their working patterns.  

The furnished output from this neural network using past and 

present dataset will be used to design a new water flowing 

architecture within a city. The output obtained will be a better 

way of distributing water in a society considering various 

parameters such as daily water usage, cooking water usage, 

bathing water usage, water used by hospitals, industries, etc. 

Once all these data sets are gathered and evaluated properly, 

the current problem of water distribution can be solved to some 

extent.  

Currently during water crisis in a certain area the government 

cuts off the water distribution in a certain locality and redirects 

that water to the water deficient area. This process although 

takes care of the problem temporarily does not give a 

permanent solution. By only analyzing the data sets properly 

can and predicting an efficient usage can we solve this problem. 

If such a problem arises in the future after implementation of 

this process, the officials will know exactly how much water 

deficiency is being created and in which areas and how much 

water do we need to extract from another location to solve the 

problem.  

2. LSTM NETWORK 

The LSTM(Long Short Term Memory) network stores 

previous time stamps as well as memory related will those time 

stamps. It passes these old memories through a main or boss 

line and continuously takes in present data at each time stamp 

for each parameter/attribute. Which time stamp and which 

attributes are to be delivered are decided by the algorithm and 

the design of the LSTM neural network. Various activation 

functions like sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent and ReLU are used 

for this validation purpose. The output of the LSTM is the 

predicted data along with the required time stamp. BPTT(Back 

Propagation Through Time) algorithm is an important aspect in 

this network. We carefully module the incorporation of the 

BPTT algorithm keeping in mind that when our present data set 

is being compared no gradient loss takes place. Significant loss 

of gradient can result in faulty output or less convolution within 

the hidden layers.  

3. WORKING Of LSTM NETWORK 

The working of LSTM can be understood by dividing it into 

several parts for better understanding. To visualize it generally 

the working of LSTM is that of water pipeline system. You 

open certain valves in the piping system to let the water flow 

from one pipe to the other. These valves are the activation 

functions and the pipes are the data flow lines. New memory 

will come in from a T-shaped junction and merge with the old 

memory that is flowing through the main line. There are certain 

validation points in the main line which are denoted by X. If 

you want to forget the old memory you multiply that memory 

with a vector close to 0 and if you want to let that memory pass 

then you multiply with a vector 1. 
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The second part is the memory organization part. Here we 

compare the old memory with the new memory. But before 

comparing we validate which memory we need to pass and 

which not. To do this a sigmoid function is generally used 

along with a 0 bias valve. The resultant is the summation of all 

these valves. 

 

The new memory is generated by another half of this section 

which constitutes of the hyperbolic tan activation function. 

The final part actually requires generating the output. This part 

comprises a valve which takes input from the old output , the 

current input and the new memory. The algebraic summation 

of all these inputs gives the output from this part. The bias 

decides how much of the output is to be generated. Finally, we 

have a output Ct  with a time stamp ht. 

                              

This is the general structure and working of an LSTM structure. 

One single modification needs to be done to make this structure 

more efficient and to get a better set of results. The addition of 

leaky ReLU activation function instead of sigmoid and tanh 

functions. 

4. LEAKY RELU ACTIVATION FUNCTION 

The reason for selecting this activation function is due to its 

capability of accepting values less than 0. Most of the 

activation functions often take values between 0 and 1. So as 

soon as a value is encountered less than 0 the graph just merges 

with the X axis and refuses to go any lower to show the actual 

readings. Leaky ReLU deals with this problem. It reads values 

beyond 0 and 1 and thus gives a more accurate output to our 

data sets. 

5. TOTAL SYSTEM DESIGN 

Once the algorithm and the entire neural network is trained and 

ready we can implement it in a real world scenario. Currently, 

the water distribution network is quite simple. The main 

pipelines follow the road patterns i.e. the pipelines run beneath 

the roadways. These main pipelines extract water from the 

reservoir. The main pipelines are further divided locality wise 

which in turn are further divided into neighborhoods. The 

locality pipes lead to a overhead tank from which vein pipes 

come out and distribute water to various households. The 

Doppler ultrasonic sensors can be attached to the outsourcing 

pipes from the overhead tanks to retrieve real time water 

distribution data. This data can then be sent to the data 

managing center where the data will be fed into the algorithm 

to predict new water distribution architecture. According to this 

new architecture water can then be transferred from a 

neighboring locality at the right amount so that none of the 

areas face water deficit problems. 
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6. DATASETS AND TEST RESULTS 

 

The above dataset was used to train our model. This dataset 

consists of various water usage parameters like cooking, 

bathing, drinking, hospital usage, etc. All these data are 

acquired over a time period of 1901-2015. According to this 

data set our neural network has thirteen input neurons and five 

hidden layers. 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Below are the results acquired from WEKA tool which gives a 

time stamp prediction of two years. 

 

The data plots are done using squared and circular notation 

whereas the predictions are depicted using jagged edges for two 

years in the future.  

The classification of data was done by Random Forest Tree 

algorithm which gave an accuracy up to 92.7%. The above 

graph shows us plotting of parameters such as House 

consumption, Apartments, Market Areas,  and Education Area 

along with the years. The data is plotted till 2015 and with two 

years of time stamp the prediction is done for 2016 and 2017. 

8. CONCLUSION 

We talked about the application of LSTM network in WDS. 

We also mentioned the application of leaky ReLU activation 

function in the neural network. The usage of ultrasonic flow 

meter will give us real time data that will increase the efficiency 

of the system. Since the entire system is based on  observed 

data from the desired output is of great accuracy. It also reduces 

human effort and data is obtained at a very short notice. No 

major changes in the base foundation of th city pipelines is 

required as this process only focuses in distributing water 

through the existing pipelines. Excess of water loss can be 

reduced to a great extent as water will be delivered as per the 

needs of a household. This process is quite cost effective as the 

ultrasonic flow meters come at a very low cost.  
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